WHO ASKS FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHS TO BE TAKEN?

Clinical photographs may be required by any clinician who forms part of your treatment plan.

WHO TAKES THE CLINICAL PHOTOGRAPHS?

Clinical photography is undertaken by experienced and qualified professional Medical Photographers.

Medical photographers are specialists used to working within the hospital environment and understand the sensitive issues involving consent and confidentiality when taking and managing clinical images.

In some circumstances, clinical photographs are taken by doctors, nurses and other health care professionals.

WHY ARE CLINICAL PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN?

Clinical photographs may be taken for several reasons. Consent may be sought for each of the following typical examples:

- To illustrate your condition as a record prior to any treatment.
- To monitor your condition, or ongoing treatment over time.
- For teaching purposes, to help in the training of medical, nursing and other health care professionals.
- For medico-legal use.
DO I NEED A CHAPERONE?

If a patient is required to undress, where possible a medical photographer of the same gender as the patient will be available. If this is not possible, an opportunity for a chaperone will be offered, or to book another appointment when a preferred photographer is available.

CAN I REFUSE TO HAVE CLINICAL PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN?

Yes. You have the right to refuse.

DO I GIVE CONSENT?

Prior to photography you will be asked to complete a consent form.

WHAT HAPPENS TO MY CLINICAL PHOTOGRAPHS?

Depending on what consent permissions you agree to and sign for, your photographs will either be:

- Kept in your confidential medical record.
- Used in teaching materials.
- Used in medical publications.
WHERE CAN I FIND YOU?

Our address is:

Medical Illustration
Ground Floor
Polwarth Building
Forresghill
Aberdeen
AB25 2ZD

We have included a map on the next page to make your trip over even easier.

HOW DO I MAKE AN APPOINTMENT?

If you have received a photography consent form with instructions to be photographed by your consultant, you must make an appointment by visiting the following website:

medphoto.uk

CAN I PHONE THE DEPARTMENT?

You can call Monday - Friday, 9.30-4.30pm on the following numbers:

01224 437029

x767029 (Dialling from hospital only)
1 Liberty Safe Work Research Centre
2 Foresterhill Health Centre
3 Royal Aberdeen Children's Hospital
4 Lilian Sutton Building
5 John Mallard Scottish PET Centre
6 Royal Aberdeen Maternity Hospital/ Dugald Baird Centre
7 Dental School
8 Life Science Innovation
9 Bio Medical Physics
10 POLWARTH BUILDING
11 Institute of Medical Science
12 Health Sciences Building
13 Suttie Centre for Teaching and Learning in Healthcare
14 Muslim Prayer Room
15 Rowett Building
P Regulated Parking